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HIGH SPEED RAIL (LONDON - W E S T MIDLANDS) BILL 

Against- on Merits - Praying to be heard by Counsel, &c. 

To the Honourable the Commons of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland in Parliament assembled. 

THE HUMBLE PETITION of SAM PRICE 

SHEWETH as follows:-

1. A Bill (hereinafter called "the Bill") has been introduced into and is now pending in 

your Honourable House intituled "A Bill to Make provision for a railway between 

Euston in London and a junction with the West Coast Main Line at Handsacre in 

Staffordshire, with a spur from Old Oak Common in the London Borough of 

Hammersmith and Fulham to a junction with the Channel Tunnel Rail Link at York 

Way in the London Borough of Islington and a spur from Water Orton in 

Warwickshire to Curzon Street in Birmingham; and for connected purposes". 

2. The Bill is presented by Mr Secretary McLoughlin, supported by the Prime Minister, 

the Deputy Prime Minister, Mr Chancellor of the Exchequer, Secretary Theresa 

May, Secretary Vince Cable, Secretary lain Duncan Smith, Secretary Eric Pickles, 

Secretary Owen Paterson, Secretary Edward Davey, and Mr Robert Goodwill 

(hereinafter referred to as "the Promoters"). 

CLAUSES OF THE BILL 

3. Clauses 1 to 36 set out the Bill's objectives in relation to the construction and 

operation of the railway mentioned in paragraph 1 above. They include provision 

for the construction of works, highways and road traffic matters, the compulsory 

acquisition of land and other provisions relating to the use of land, planning 

permission, heritage issues, trees and noise. They include clauses which would 



disapply and modify various enactments relating to special categories of land 

including burial grounds, consecrated land, commons and open spaces, and other 

matters, including overhead lines, water, building regulations and party walls, street 

works and the use of lorries. 

4. Clauses 37 to 42 of the Bill deal with the regulatory regime for the railway. 

5. Clauses 43 to 65 of the Bill set out a number of miscellaneous and general 

provisions, including provision for the appointment of a nominated undertaker ("the 

Nominated Undertaker") to exercise the: powers under the Bill, transfer schemes, 

provisions relating to statutory undertakers and the Crown, provision about the 

compulsory acquisition of land for regeneration, reinstatement works and provision 

about further high speed railway works. Provision is also made about the 

application of Environmental ImpactAssessment Regulations. 

6. The works proposed to be authorised by the Bill ("Phase One of HS2") are 

specified in clauses 1 and 2 of and Schedules 1 and 2 to the Bill. They consist of 

scheduled works, which are described in Schedule 1 to the Bill and other works, 

which are described in clause 2 of and Schedules 2 and 3 to the Bill. 

YOUR PETITIONER 

7. Your Petitioner is Sam Price MA FREng FICE FIStructE Hon FRIBA of 10 

Gloucester Crescent, London NW1 7DS. Your Petitioner's occupation is now a 

consultant at Price and Myers, a firm of consulting structural engineers which he 

established in 1978 after having worked for 18 years at Ove Arup and Partners and 

Arup Associates. Your Petitioner has taught regularly at Cambridge University and 

the Architectural Association. 

8. Your Petitioner alleges that he and his property, rights and interests in the area 

would be injuriously and prejudicially affected by the provisions ofthe Bill if passed 

into law in their present form: and he accordingly objects to the Bill including to the 

clauses mentioned above, for the reasons, amongst others, hereinafter appearing. 

YOUR PETITIONER'S CONCERNS 

9. The route of the proposed railway is partially underground and then emerges in an 

enlarged railway cutting approximately 100 metres south of Your Petitioner's 

property. The provisions of the Bill would also expand the corridor of the existing 

West Coast Main line in the same vicinity, in order to accommodate the new 

railway works, deviations, construction arrangements and eventually operations, for 

the railway mentioned in paragraph 1 above. Alterations, are proposed also to the 

West Coast Main Line in the same area. These works are all a consequence ofthe . 



proposed route and design of the Intended railway, in its approaches to its 

proposed Central London terminus at Euston. 

10. Your Petitioner supports in principle the construction of the high speed railway 

between London and the West Midlands, but not the choice of :route east of the 

proposed Old Oak Common interchange station because of its adverse effect on 

your Petitioner, who lives just 100 metres away from some of the proposed works, 

both during construction and operation. 

11. Your Petitioner has serious concerns with the works set out in the Bill for the 

location of the railway tunnel portal, other works on the approaches to Euston, the 

proposed design of the new Euston terminus and its construction works, future 

railway operations and their impacts, and the alterations to the existing West Coast 

Main Line approaches and terminus because they will all directly affect your 

Petitioner given the proximity of his property to some ofthe proposed works. 

12. Your Petitioner respectfully suggests that these provisions of the Bill, in association 

with the scale of potential property redevelopment at and close to the revised 

terminus which is being advocated by the Promoters, represent a fundamental 

threat to the quality of life for your Petitioner and for other residents within the 

catchment of audible, visual, traffic and other impacts arising from the construction 

of the works and the operation of the railway on a permanent basis. The impacts 

are accentuated by the lengthy period of construction and the scale of works 

proposed and consequential impacts, which are suggested by the Promoters as a 

9^4 years' duration from first railway site works to station opening, and with a 

further indeterminate extent and duration of works for property redevelopment in 

and around the station and along the route of the railway. Elsewhere in London, 

equivalent large scale development works can be 10-30 years in duration, after the 

railway works. 

13. It is therefore considered essential by your Petitioner that, as the enlargement and 

reconstruction of Euston station Is being undertaken with the aim of large scale 

property redevelopment at and in the vicinity of the terminus, there should be a 

comprehensive and holistic approach adopted by the Promoters, in respect of all 

works Intended, whether railway or development-based. This is not present in the 

provisions of the Bill, as the Promoters have not yet finalised their design, 

sequencing nor environmental impact assessment for the scheme now advocated 

in the March 2014 'HS2 Plus' document authored by the Chairman of HS2 Ltd, Sir 

David Higgins. The version ofthe EUston terminus scheme currently within the Bill, 

Option 8, is considered in 'HS2 Plus' to be a less worthwhile project. 



14. Your Petitioner represents that there is an affordable and: operable alternative to 

the works Included within the provisions ofthe Bill, which can minimise the scale of 

works and theirlmpaGts on the approaches to the Euston terminus and so on your 

Petitionen requires less land take and less construction volume and impact at the 

terminus itself and the transport interchange, can deliver a comprehensive and 

holistic approach to area redevelopmentj and balances development gain with 

local amenity. Your Petitioner refers to this alternative as 'Euston Express'. 

15. Your Petitioner respectfully suggests that a further period of project'development 

and design: and then consultation, and a further period of petitioning, may prove to 

be necessary for the 'HS2 Plus' ideas for Euston terminus and Its approaches, and 

for any reasonable alternative schemes. In order that any successor scheme to the 

Euston terminus Option 8 currently In the Bill may be given an adequate period for 

review and discussion before your Honourable House considers the subject of the 

Euston terminus for the new railway. 

16. Your Petitioner's property and interests will be adversely and injuriously affected by 

the noise, dust and general disturbance of the Bill's construction work in the area. 

The amount and duration of this work Is directly proportlohate to the scope of the 

work and Its duration. Whereas the Euston Express project involves little if any 

disruption to the existing railway tracks (apart from relatively small works on 

Primrose Hill tunnel within the existing railway boundary) and extensions south and 

above the existing Euston station, these are small In scale and duration compared 

with the Bill's proposals, which are likely to include demolition and rebuilding of 

much of the west side of the existing rail approach to Euston, much greater works 

at the station, including extending the works to the west and lowering the tracks, all 

of which will cause much greater disruption to your Petitioner and the wider 

neighbourhood and for a much longer period. For example, if the Bill scheme 

involves lowering of all tracks at Euston station as well as on the approaches, then 

the issue of removal of perhaps more than 1.5 million tonnes of spoil by road will, in 

itself, cause massive Inconvenience to the area where your Petitioner lives. 

17. Your Petitioner therefore respectfully submits that the Bill should not be allowed to 

pass into law in Its present form until the Promoters have demonstrated that their 

proposed scheme, in terms of cost, disruption to passengers during construction 

and the: adverse effect on your Petitioner and the local community, is necessary for 

the proper operation of the HS2 project and that, if they fall to do so to the 

satisfaction of your Honourable House, that the Promoters be required to bring 

forward and include in the Bill the Euston Express alternative. 



PART 1:.SITE-SPECIFiC CONCERNS 

18. Part 1 of this petition is arrangedln the following sequence: 

1A Introduction; 

1B Euston terminus; 

1C Euston area redevelopment; and 

ID Euston railway approaches. 

Your Petitioner terms these elements in combination as the 'Euston Express' 

project. 

19. Your Petitioner further comments on the Euston Express project in terms of: 

1E the adequacy of this alternative to carry the necessary flow of trains on 

the existing West Coast Main Line (WCML); 

I F the feasibility of altering the WCML railway to support the HS2 services; 

1G the dellverabllity and costs of making such alterations; and 

1H the Benefits of Euston Express. 

1A- Introduction 

20. Euston Express proposes the use of the existing Euston station footprint as the 

terminus of HS2 trains and the majority of West Coast Main Line trains. This would 

require the movement of the line of the HS2 tunnels from Old Oak Common to join 

the West Coast Main Line near Queens Park Station, so that all trains would use 

the existing grade separated approaches to the station and its (currently 18) 

platforms. 

21. Some platforms would need extending southwards towards Euston Road, and a 

deck constructed for passenger access and facilities above the station platforms. 

Improved access to London Underground stations would be achieved. 

22. The benefits of this scheme are that, for railway purposes, no permanent land take 

outside the railway land boundaries would be required either on the approaches to 

or at the station Itself, except southwards. It would involve much less construction 

work and therefore less passenger disruption in the station area than If the tracks 

were lowered, and costs are likely to be at least £1 bn less. 



23. It still allows commercial development above the train and passenger areas and on • 

railway land areas to the North of the station. 

1B - Euston terminus: scope to use the existing Euston station more efficiently 

24. Your Petitioner respectfully submits that there are means of using the existing 

Euston station footprint, or one slightly larger than now, more efficiently than 

proposed in the Bill and with fewer overall Impacts. 

25. There are three primary factors to consider: 

(a) the wasted space within the current Euston platform layout; 

(b) the under-utllisation by trams of the current Euston platforms; and 

(c) the passenger handling arrangements, which despite the low platform and 

train utilisation, can incur passenger congestion because most passenger 

flows have to be handled through the one main concourse. 

26. The first factor allows more platforms to be created within the present terminus 

footprint. The second factor allows higher train frequencies In and out of the 

existing terminus, more so If more platforms were created, subject to line capacity 

limits. This is self-evident because the official proposals within the Bill, and those 

now advocated by Sir David Higgins, all aim to reduce the footprint required for the 

continuing and successor West Coast Main Line (WCML) services, and to transfer 

some of that footprint for use by HS2 services. 

27. To handle more passengers, including those of HS2, reorganisation of passenger 

circulating space would be required within the terminus, eventually with possibly 

two effective decks rather than one, and with changes to access for the 

Underground, 

28. As foreseen in Option 8 (the scheme currently in the Bill), or in Sir David Higgins' 

major development option In 'HS2 Plus' (similar to the former Option 1), the major 

terminus reconstruction involved requires removal of some existing train services 

for all or part of the duration of reconstruction works, to reduce train services and 

required platform availability and passenger handling to a manageable level. 

Hence the final form of a Euston terminus would be preceded by some years with a 

reduced main line service. 

29. Since Euston currently has considerable reserve capacity in platform use 

compared with other main line termini. It should be possible to keep most services 



running, and retain passenger facilities as well as Underground connections whilst 

the station work is undertaken In phases across the terminus footprint. 

30. It is no different in principle to Network Rail's work at London Bridge and the 

approaches, or the comprehensive, sequential rebuilding undertaken during the 

1970-80S at Liverpool Street terminus, the latter In association with major property 

development above and along the approach tracks, and alongside on redundant 

railway land. 

31. Without damaging the commercially important Intercity services, the most 

malleable service groups are the West Coast Main Line (WCML) stopping train 

services reaching as far as Tring and Bletchley; and the local Euston-Watford 'DC 

sen/ices. Cumulatively these amount to up to 11 trains per hour (tph) In peak 

periods. 

32. In a possible situation where even more trains might require diversion for periods of 

intense construction works, the next cascade option could be the Birmingham-

Euston Intercity service, to be diverted to Marylebone. This diversion was adopted 

occasionally during the WCML Upgrade programme in the 2000s, and for years 

when Euston was last: totally rebuilt In the 1960s (Birmingham trains then went to 

Paddington). 

33. Diversion options for WCML stopping train services Include: 

(a) Euston-Watford 'DC trains (3 tph) to continue towards Stratford via Camden 

Road. Electrified racks already exist, and such diversions occasionally take 

place already; and 

(b) WCML stopping trains (6-8 tph) to have a new direct link from the 

Stonebridge area into Crossrall 1 at Old Oak Common, with most or all of 

those trains to be diverted permanently to Crossrall 1. A residual stopping 

service, e.g. 2-3 tph, might continue into Euston after completion of works, 

as this is advocated by Network Rail on behalf ofthe train operator. 

34. A WGML-Crossrall 1 link was studied and supported in Network Rail's 2011 

London & South East Route Utilisation Strategy (option KI in the LSE RUS), and Is 

part of the medium term options for Crossrall development An engineering design 

is being taken within Network Rail to its investment panel. It is supported by 

Transport for London, not least as It reduces interim passenger handling pressures 

at the terminus. Overall journey times to main destinations within Central London, 

for passengers on the stopping trains, would also be reduced. This would generate 

other passenger benefits. Sir David Higgins has highlighted the link's crlt|callty for 



his own .Euston plans, in his 'HS2 Plus' report and presentation of March 2014. 

'Euston Express' would also adopt this link as a critical priority. 

35. This link scheme would need to be authorised separately from HS2, and early on, 

to allow its construction and availability before major reconstruction works were 

underway at Euston. So for the Euston reconstruction to go ahead without 

deleterious impacts on Intercity services, this first project needs to be authorised, 

funded and construcfion successfully as a matter of urgency. 

36. The passenger and train load at Eustori Is then reduced permanently, compared to 

a situation without the WCML-C'rossrall 1 link. The present passenger volumes on 

the WCML stopping services are 10,000 with-fiow In the AM peak three hours (7-10 

AM), and 1,600 contra-flow. 

37. It is possible that the 'DC services might also be diverted permanently, with both 

the 'HS2 Plus' scheme and 'Euston Express', though for that diversion to replace all 

current journey options for passengers would require a direct subway Interchange 

between the 'DC Service and the Northern Line, at either Primrose Hill-Chalk Farm, 

or Camden Road-Camden Town. However the 'DC service requires only one 

platform at Euston, and means to retalnthat might be defined in a final design. 

38. Your Petitioner respectfully submits that the evidence available to him is that the 

combined HS2 and adjusted WCML main line services, in a fully developed state,, 

could then be incorporated at Euston platforms in a footprint the same width as 

now, so not requiring the same Scale of land take, nor the same scale of 

environmental and construction impact Platforming requirements are set out 

below. 

39. Your PetlfiOner recognises, however, that there could be three exceptions to this 

footprint limit: 

40. First the present Euston terminus scheme allows for a number of 400 metre-long 

platforms, to enable combined 2-portion :HS2 trains each 200 metres long to 

operate to and from London, sharing the same train slot from a distant junction 

such as Crewe. While station footprint width Is not then the factor, the footprint 

would need to be long enough to handle these trains. If If is eventually Intended to 

run such services. 

41. This will require some platform extensions beyond the present buffers, southwards 

towards the Euston Road, if the sfafion' Is not to take land from the northern 'throat, 

which is part of the lands controversy associated with the present scheme in the 

Bill now before your Honourable House. 



42. Land take towards the Euston Road is feasible, and Is also proposed in the 

scheme currently within the Bill. Transport for London is also undertaking studies 

which Include the potential for further 'place making' along the Euston Road, so 

offering scope for further mitigafion allied to the HS2 project 

43. The present WCML scale of train arrival, servicing and departure operations at 

Euston is not intensive per platform, compared to equivalent Intercity and 

suburban operations at Paddington, StPancras, King's Cross and Liverpool Street 

44. HS2 Ltd itself is looking to utilise platforms generally on a twice hourly basis.. It Is 

prudent to allow at least one reserve platform for resilience. With HS2 Phase 1 

planned as a standard 10 trains per hour (tph), maximum 14 tph, this service would 

require 5 to 7 platforms plus a reserve. With Phase 2 normally up to 16 tph, 

maximum 18 tph, this would require 8-9 platforms, plus a reserve. 

45. In practice HS2 Ltd has been proposing 11 platforms starting eastwards from 

Platform 14 (some 'GC European gauge, and some UK-gauge - the so-called 

'classic compatible' train design), so it Is In practice suggesting 2 platforms In 

reserve, on top of a maximum possible frequency, 18 tph. 18 tph Is a timetable 

when no other HS2 trains could operate and avoid Euston, via a cross-London 

railway to the'continent or elsewhere. 

46. Therefore this seems an excessive provision of terminal platforms, when 10 should 

be more than adequate after allowing for early decades of cross-London HS2 

trains, in addition to reversing capablllfies at Old Oak Common with its 6 proposed 

platforms. At least two of the Old Oak Common platforms could be used as 

reversing platforms for much of the time if required, even when an HS1 link was 

operational, and are how redundant until an HS1 link Is re-defined and built 

47. For WCML operations, a range of 14-18 tph is anticipated, made up of a basic 6 

tph residual Intercity, 6 tph fast outer commuter trains, 2-3 tph local WCML 

stopping trains, and a further possible 3^4 tph with the extra service options ranging 

from Intercity to re-introduction of the Euston-Watford DC trains. The maximum 

platform requirement at appropriate turn-round rates (quicker for suburban than 

Intercity), would be 5 Intercity and 4 Commuter, also with a reserve platform 

required. There is no obvious reason why reserve HS2 platforms could not be 

made useable by WCML services, as junction layouts already permit that In the 

Camden fiying junction area or in the station throat. Currently the tracks would 

permit that, if there were no segregation of HS2 and WCML track levels. The 

'Euston Express' scheme seeks to exploit that efficiency. 



48. That would allow 9 operational HS2 platforms at fimes of maximum conceivable 

use, 9 WCML platfprms on a similar basis, and two reserve platforms, plus at least 

two further for HS2 at Old Oak Common. Hence Your Petitioner is looking at a 

Euston station layout requiring 20 operational platforms. These could fit within the 

existing width footprint 

49. Conservatively, Network Rail might wish to have even further platforms as a 

working margin. The design before your Honourable House Is for up to 25 

platforms. However fewer platforms are: needed with fewer suburban trains, as 

envisaged: above with WCML-Crossrall 1 services. Your Petitioner considers that 

the existing station width footprint is itself capable of 21-22 platforms if all were 

configured with efficient but not unnecessary space between platforms, plus space 

for structural columns, passageways and so on. 

50. Whilst the subject of allowance within the terminus site for additional development 

land, affecfing platform locafions, is primarily an issue .addressed within Part IB, it 

has an element which could require additional width within the 'Euston Express' 

proposition. A similar situation might arise also with the Opfion 8 scheme currently 

before your Honourable House, and with a modified Option 1. 

51. The Euston Area Plan looks towards a long term masterplan for the wider Euston 

area, extending in all directions. A specific aim includes the potential of creating an 

eastern architectural Counterbalance to the western side of Eversholt Street. At 

present the eastern side of the station, which is the 1960s structural wall of Euston 

station, is more of a 'Berlin Wall' than a complement to the street heritage. 

52. To replace that, while keeping the road, with an aesthefically acceptable 

alternative, is likely to require use of the immediately adjoining station lands -

Platform 1 at least, potentially Platform 2 also. While Platforms 1 and 2 are very 

wide, and there Is available land within the station immediately to the west. It Is 

possible that an eastern land take woUld require an equivalent western land take 

beyond Melton Street, in orderto maintain the number of platforms. 

53. Your Petitioner respectfully observes that such land take would be a consequence 

of development and community aspirations, not of railway operating requirements. 

It would be for your Honourable House to consider the right balance between 

provision for reliable and robust railway operations, and the compulsory purchase 

of private land currently to the west of the station. 

54. Passenger handling, and train and station servicing logistics are important Issues, 

whatever the eventual scale of the station footprint In order to deal with the 

addifional passenger throughput even after allowing for the savings by diverting 
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some suburban services directly Into Crossrail, arrangements for an upper 

passenger circulafion area would be necessary to enable better distribution of 

passengers along lengthy trains, speedily, to minimise platform occupation fimes. 

55. An upper deck would also facilitate extensive retail opportunities, and allow 

development to take place above. Train servicing arrangements also need to be 

well organised and streamlined to support fast turnround of Intercity services and 

minimise platform occupafion times. Because long distance trains could occupy 

any part of a future station, an upper deck across the station width would enable 

quick access from a central supplies point, with van distribufion to that location. 

That location could also service the main station and development facilities, 

whether retail or development 

56. Managing freight movement and goods distribution at high activity locations such 

as London railway termini Is being seen as an emerging logistics and road capacity 

Issue by Transport for London. It has already commenced a study this year Into 

freight traffic Issues, to consider options from voluntary measures through to 

regulation, to reduce lorry and van impacts on congestion, safety and the 

environment 

57. For the public and passenger-handling elements, your Petitioner Is unclear whether 

HS2 Ltd's Intention Is to have an enclosed, 'paid for' passenger circulation zone 

separate to a public piazza-style of concourse, or if these functions are expected to 

mingle safely - as in general they do at many other major London termini. 

Regardless of this operational choice, it Is desired that there is a design which 

supports expeditious access to trains that might be departing shortly (or egress 

from trains that have just arrived). 

58. So there is the requirement for at least one deck above track level, serving multiple 

passenger handling and servicing functions, and potentially a piazza and retail 

mezzanine in addition, before the first significant development level were reached. 

It might be considered that such a location would be the optimal point to locate the 

re-Instated Euston Arch and its lodges - just as the re-lhstated Temple Bar was 

replaced not across Fleet Street - and so become a blockage - but was relocated 

successfully in the piazza alongside St Paul's Cathedral. 

59. The question of how far below ground the HS2 and WCML tracks Would optimally 

be located following the definition of upper deck(s). Is currently invoking much 

engineering thinking following the publication of the 'HS2 Plus' report, and 

particularly if the 'Level Deck' version of Option 1 is eventually preferred as the 

design objective. 

11 



60. Your Petitioner's preference for 'EUston Express', as discussed below In section 

IB, is that track levels are maintained at the present solum, with that being the 

design 'baseline' with deck(s) and development sequenced above. In that way 

there is least construction impact and disruption during what In all options will be a 

major reconstruction. It retains maximum flexibility for train operations with the 

ability to switch between groups of platforms, both during the various project stages 

and with the final layout 

61. All schemes for the Euston terminus will have an impact on the London 

Underground tube station. The required additional main line circulating areas must 

be connected to a tube station which itself is expanded in capacity. It is understood 

that Transport for London (TfL) is promoting various solutions: new circulating 

areas below ground; higher tube frequencies; a direct link to Euston Square sub

surface station (south-west of Euston main line) with a ticket concourse en route; 

and eventually the construction of a Crossrall 2 station, potentially with a ticket 

concourse oh the east/south-east Side of Euston main line, on that proposed new 

railway. 

62. To that extent there Is some common ground between the various schemes. 

'Euston Express' assists TfL at Euston by anticipating removal of most WCML 

stopping services and their diversion to Crossrall 1. This would also be the case 

with the 'HS2 Plus' Option 1. 

63. Sympathetic changes to the location and operations of the bus, taxi and cycle 

access facilities will be essential during station reconstruction, and with the final 

layout. Good passenger access should be retained. Your Petitioner's provisional 

view is set out below, but this is subject to further consideration and consultation; 

(a) Eversholt Street to be designated as bus, taxi and cycle access only, with 

main bus stops there; 

(b) better located bus stops on the Euston Road, as part of the TfL 'place 

shaping' along the Inner Ring Road; 

(c) general traffic diverted to Hampstead Road and Pahcras Road; and 

(d) options for bus and taxi 'standing area' capacity are:: 

(i) parts of Hampstead Road; 

(ii) acquire the present Royal Mall sorting office in Barnby Street, off 

Eversholt Street (It is already within the HS2 'red line' zone); and 

12 



(iii) some of the existing bus station road may be available for taxi 

boarding and alighting.. 

1C - Euston area redevelopment - Reduce station reconstruction impacts, reduce overall 

impacts of possible property development 
i 

64. Your Petitioner Is greatiy concerned by the scale of development proposed at and 

around Euston terminus, in association with Option 8 or a revised Option 1, which 

he considers to be an unnecessary scale of development to support railway 

operation. The nature of the powers sought for these works needs to be set out 

precisely, with a framework of planning and construction permissions set out, not 

just outilne enabling powers, even if final development designs are not to hand. 

65. This is because the intention of the Government and HS2 Ltd - as set out in 'HS2 

Plus' is now to maximise development potential, by taking forward a revised 

Option 1, even though it is Option 8 which is currentiy in the Bill before your 

Honourable House. A 'level floor' plan for the terminus is now desired for 

developers' convenience - which in turn could require the entire railway to be 

lowered some metres deeper in order to achieve this feature. As noted earlier, it Is 

unclear If the operabillty of an upper passenger circulating area would depend on 

segregation of such flows or various forms of deck-sharing with public realm lands. 

66. The relative height of ground levels In relation to track levels, Is also more complex 

because the land is rising westwards, away from the valley of the River Fleet near 

Kings Cross (the former 'Battie Bridge' over the Fleet). Put simply. Melton Street is 

about 4.3 metres higher than Eversholt Street. HS2 'GC gauge' trains might also 

require a higher ceiling level - or a lower track level - which In turn would influence 

the scale of excavation required in order to achieve this aspiration of a 'level floor'. 

The optimum height to define a 'level floor' might not be to start from ground level 

equivalent to Eversholt Street, as that would be the lowest baseline and incur 

larger scale excavation within the railway zone to drop tracks sufficlentiy. 

67. Indeed your Petitioner's aim for 'Euston Express', as represented above, is to set 

the present track level as the baseline from which to build upwards, in order to 

minimise and simplify construction Impacts on your Petitioner and others, and 

potentially minimise construction costs and timescales. 

68. If hypothetically one were to set the base height for a .revised Option 1 

Incorporating a 'level floor' at the street height of Melton Street, then, depending on 

the number of circulating/servicing decks and mezzanines, the extent of excavation 

across a station terminus footprint of about 275 metres x 450 metres could be one 

ofthe following: 
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With a shared piazza and upper passenger circulation level, and ia.;segregated station and 

train servicing zone atthe.same level (with or without a mezzanine In addition) 

69. An adequate track depth would be required to accommodate HS2 'GC height 

trains (ca. 5.8m) and also give a more comfortable feel to the platform levels than 

is found at precedent locations such as the subterranean (and unpleasant) 

Birmingham New Street. Conceptually this might be an 7-8 metre internal height, if 

6 metres were found claustrophobic, plus structural supports, decking and ducting 

etc (so adding another metre as margin. In addition to the train and overhead 

wires). 

70. A 4.3 metres height variance between Melton Street and Eversholt Street, allows 

that depth to be 'banked' as a starting datum, below which a further -3.7 to -4.7 

metres would need to be excavated if a strlctiy level floor were required (a shallow 

gradient might be permissible). 

71. Taking as a simple example, an average additional depth requiring -4.2 metres (x 

275m width x 450m length) yields nearly 520,000 cubic.metres to be excavated 

within the Option 1 terminus footprint, excluding the ground overburden In the 

Melton Street-Coburg Street area, which could be a further -4.3 metres x 80m x 

more than 450 metres (as Option 1 would extend towards the Hampstead Road), 

which Is a further 170,000 cubic metres - a total of 690,000 cubic metres. 

72. This is separate from the track lowering also required northwards from the 

terminus, and the excavations intended for the HS2 approach railway from its 

tunnel portals (where the ground is higher still than Melton Street). Increasing the 

approach gradient on the existing WCML tracks to accommodate a further -4.2 

metre depth on arrival at the terminus, at say an additional 1 in 100 gradient, plus 

the HS2 approach excavations, could cause further large scale material removal 

worth amounting to 150-200,000 cubic metres. 

73. To put this scale of excavation in context nearly 900,000 cubic metres would be 

comparable to the excavation required for about 36 kilometres (22 miles) of railway 

tunnel with an external diameter of 8 metres - and all within the curtilage of Euston, 

its approaches, and its neighbouring residential and business communities 

including your Petitioner's property. 

74. If Crossrall 1 has required Immense logistics and great care about Community 

Impacts, the criticality of track re-levelling and HS2 route works at Euston Is equally 

evident, with over 55% of this excavation being driven by the potential 

requirements of properi:y development, rather than for essential railway purposes. 
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75. This is before any consideration Is given to the scale, design and acceptability of 

any large-scale development proposals, both within the station footprint and 

potentially along the railway corridor towards Camden. 

With a separate passenger upper circulation deck, distinct from the developers' preferred 

'level floor' baseline 

76. A further 3-4 metres depth would be required (eg, as with Canary Wharfs 

subterranean retail and circulation levels), and provision for structural support 

depth. The practical impact of a further 4-5 metres depth for excavation across the 

Euston station footprint, plus further excavation along the track approaches to one 

kilometre north of Euston, is difficult to imagine, but could add nearly another 

500,000 cubic metres of excavation. 

77. The consequences for the wider Euston community would be greatly magnified 

compared to Option 8, because of such additional works. 

78. Option 8 - the scheme currently before your Honourable House - incurs less 

disruption because the existing station levels are maintained with the WCML pari: of 

the terminus, although It still proposes a lower track level for the HS2 lines. 

79. Your Petitioner proposes that 'Euston Express' should aim to minimise construction 

disruption, by adopting terminus reconstruction at existing track levels, provide an 

upper passenger circulating deck above (with or without public access, and a 

mezzanine and piazza, as already discussed), and with development starting 

immediately above. Architectural and engineering skills are plentiful, to create a 

design which can be homogenous with existing surrounding properties and streets 

and achieve satisfactory local 'place shaping' as well as whatever developer 

ambitions are eventually found acceptable and wori:hwhile In the catchment. 

80. Your Petitioner considers that a phased construction for minimum impact is the key 

to a successful Euston reconstruction that addresses fundamental concerns being 

raised within the local community. The methodology is to phase reconstruction 

sequentially, with impacts being addressed at each stage of rebuild. Subject to 

furiiher design work, it Is sought to roll out a mitigation and construction sequence 

inthe following order: 

Phase P (preparatory) 

81. Initial preparatory street management (eg for local trafl'ic, taxis and buses). In 

tandem with initial environmental mitigation. Potentially, also a first development 

footprint following definition of the final station 'red line'. If works were approved to 

achieve a western frontage to Eversholt Street, leading to relocation westwards of 
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platforms 1 and 2. Temporary servicing facilities mightbe required for that element 

of Phase P, as some of those are currently located on the eastern side of the 

station, there might also be an advantage: In startling the demolition and 

preparatory work for extending the platforms southwards. Similar comments apply 

to the demolition and reconstruction of the noriihern end of the existing deck, If that 

needs replacing. 

Phase 1 

82. First major railway Stage, beginning on the western side of the station based on the 

agreed eventual limit of footprint to the west New platforming and high level 

decking to be created, including a rebuild to more efficient dimensions of a number 

of existing platforms, eg 14-18, and new west-side servicing to support: train and 

station operations in that pari: of the station, until the final servicing zOne Is 

available. An alternative would be for the train servicing to be temporarily located 

on the existing deck area at the northern end of the station. 

83. A first sub-phase (Phase 1.1) may be worthwhile, to avoid loss of all of platforms 

14-18 simultaneously (platforms 15 and 16 are also long platforms). This would 

enable a total of 15-16 platforms to be operable, with rebuild prioritised fbr 

platforms 17 and 18, and the siding tracks towards platform 16. A second sub-

phase (Phase 1.2) would adjust the platforms 15-16 area. 

84. With a 20 platform design option, this would create 6 platforms instead of 4. If 

additional development lands were supported by your Honourable House, west of 

Melton Street, then there Could be merit in broadening the track layout further west, 

to Increase operational flexibility further during reconstruction, by offering further 

platforms. Your Petitioner wishes to emphasise that this would be a consequence 

of a development-led approach, not a direct requirement for efi'iclent train 

operations in the final terminus layout 

85. This is because It Is the western construction side which has the opportunity to 

increase the initial availability of platforms, the more so if a western development 

face to Eversholt Street were supported. 

86. Trains would operate from the remaining open plati'orms, eg Initially from plati'orms 

1-15 or 16. The station width constriction at the north end, and safety 

considerations with construction close to operational land, would influence how 

much of platform 16 were available for use. 

87. New platforms would Incorporate necessary ramps, accesses and suppori:s for 

decking, servicing access and later development New Underground circulation 
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would include a ticket concourse; with access to Euston Square^ Environmental 

mitigation would be provided for stage works. 

Phase 2 

88. Second major railway stage, also in sub-stages, completing the eastern side of the 

station, with extension southwards of (potentially relocated) platforms 1 and 2, and 

3-4. Extension to platforms 5-6 would also be extended: southwards if the long term 

envisaged timetable and train planning required that. At least 6 revised platforms, 

decking, ramps, etc., would be created at this stage, with completion of decking 

allowing temporary east-side train and station servicing, again until the final 

servicing location was available. 

89. If no western development were supported for Eversholt Street, then the area of 

the original platforms 1 and 2 would also be available for inclusion, creating one or 

two furi:her platforms within the existing station footprint New Underground links 

with this phase would include passive or active provision for Crossrail 2 station 

access. Environmental mitigation would be provided for stage works. 

Phase 3 

90. Third major railway stage, also in sub-stages, with platforms 7-13 rebuilt, along with 

fundamental alterations to the existing Underground approaches. At least 6 

upgraded platforms to be created at this stage, with lengthening as appropriate. 

Environmental mitigation would be provided fOr stage works. 

Phase X 

91. Final works including site remediation, completion of environmental mitigation and 

suri'ace transport facilities (footpaths/cycles/buses/taxis etc.), completion of upper 

passenger circulation level/piazza/mezzanlne, and segregated train and station 

servicing facilities. Culmination of public realm above, possibly including Euston 

Arch and lodges, and provision for property development works. 

Property development 

92. This might itself commence sooner, but If so should be sub-ordlnated to the 

terminus reconstruction priorities. In order to keep the simultaneous environmental 

impacts of multiple construction activities within levels considered acceptable to the 

planning authority. 
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Permissions 

93. Your Petitioner respectfully submits that there Is no need for any new provisions for 

the railway elements of this alternative In the Euston area, apart from extending the 

platforms within the station, and for the possible construction of additional station 

platforms within the station boundary, all within the existing limits ofthe Bill. 

Conclusion 

94. The above arrangement would provide for the basic service specification required, 

for HS2 phases 1 and 2, with considerable reduction in cost to the project, and 

simplification of the railway works, spoil removal and reconstruction requirements 

and commensurately reduced Impacts on your Petitioner and others. 

95. Your Petitioner has demonstrated his awareness of government proposals 

following the 'HS2 Plus' report, to extend the footprint of EuSton station and/or 

lower the main platforms to provide a level walk-through between the streets on 

either side of the station. Your Petitioner is also aware that ministers believe that 

the additional cost, as well as the additional passenger disruption that this would 

cause, can be more than balanced by a greater developer contribution. 

96. Your Petitioner has set out above some of the potential consequences of such a 

scale of reconstruction at Euston. Your Petitioner suggests that, before accepting 

this, your Honourable House should be persuaded that this developer contribution 

was real and guaranteed since, if not, the additional costs to the taxpayer could be 

huge. 

97. Your Petitioner believes that there is a significant difference between the Kings 

Cross Land development and that being suggested above and to the west of 

Euston Station in relation to revised Option 1. It should be born in mind that the 

Kings Cross Land development was on former railway land, whereas the land to 

the west of Euston is mainly not current or former railway land. The justification for 

Compulsory purchase of such land should therefore have to be made on its own 

merit, rather than as a necessary part of the HS2 station and approaches. 

98. Your Petitioner has demonstrated that the exclusive railway and passenger 

requirements for the HS2 station can be met within the boundaries of the existing 

station - apart from extending southwards towards Euston Road, which remains 

within the overall limits of the Bill. 
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I D - Euston railway approaches - Works within the existing railway footprint between KenSal 

Green and Camden Junction, to accommodate HS2 via existing terminus approaches 

99. Your Petitioner respectfully submits that the element of the railway mentioned in 

paragraph 1 is not justified In Its proposed form, between Euston terminus and Old 

Oak Common, because of the parallel examples elsewhere In Western Europe, of 

using existing tracks upgraded for the last few kilometres of the terminus 

approaches for use by high speed trains. Nearby examples include the schemes 

adopted at Paris termini for TGV and Eurostar services, Thalys services at Paris 

Nord and stations in Brussels, and within the Netheriands. 

100. Your Petitioner therefore proposes an alternative route'for the two HS2 tunnels 

from Old Oak Common towards Euston to surface within the limits of the WCML In 

the Queen's Park/Kilburn High Road area and, by reassigning the various pairs of 

tracks, to combine HS2 and most of the WCML services onto the existing three 

pairs of tracks from there into Euston station. 

101. The additional journey time is minimal, compared to high speed tracks all the way 

to the buffers, and generally achieves significant cost savings by not having to 

build new tracks in urban areas where land is expensive. 

102. Such a design can therefore provide the cheapest and least disruptive option for 

approaching existing main line city centre stations, if those have been selected as 

the preferred stations for such trains. It Is incumbent on such a design to show that 

there Is adequate capacity in future circumstances to accommodate the existing 

and foreseen flows, as well as those of the new high speed line, and that any 

alterations to terminus approaches are also viable. 

103. Your Petitioner considers that this situation can be demonstrated - and therefore 

replicated with cost and efficiency savings - In the case of HS2 approaching 

Euston terminus. 

I E -• The adequacy of this alternative to carry the necessary flow of trains on the existing 

West Coast Main Line 

104. The railway in paragraph 1 is essentially a twin-tunnel, 7% km railway from eastern 

tunnel portals at Old Oak Common, to tunnel portals near Parkway on the 

approaches to Euston, with a final 1.2 km to the buffers at Euston. At full 

frequency, it would be carrying up to 18 trains per hour. This is a train almost every 

three minutes, in each direction. So explicitly requires its own double-track route. 

105. Your Petitioner recognises that the tests for this element of 'Euston Express' are 

therefore: 
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(a) theadequacyof an alternative, existing railway to carry that flow of trains; 

(b) the feasibility Of altering that railway to support: the HS2 services; arid 

(c) the deliverability and costs of making such alterations. 

Each of these tests is now addressed in sequence. Starting with the adequacy 

test: 

106. Alternative routes have been investigated- These focus primarily, and .logically, on 

the existing WCML approaches to Euston station. Just as Euston terminus has 

spare unutilised capacity, so have Its approaches. Adoption of the WCML-^Crossrall 

1 link (LSE RUS Option KI) would further reduce passenger train flows on the 

approaches, so enables evaluation of the capacity of Euston's approaches for a 

fundamental reorganisation. 

107. Each pair of WCML fast and slow lines Is signalled for a minimum three minute 

headway but Network Rail sets a 13 trains per hour (tph) limit on each pair, 

because of operational factors. 

108. Removal of 6-8 tph from the slow lines via Crossrall 1 will limit passenger train 

frequencies to 2-3 tph residual slow line trains to Euston. In addition, there are 

freight trains on a day-long basis, some joining/leaving at Camden Junction via the 

Noriih London Line through Camden Road, and others joining/leaving via 

Willesden/Stonebridge and the Gospel Oak-Barking line, partlculariy in future to 

serve the London Gateway port. Freight train volumes are expected to grow by • 

50%+ in the following decades, because the WGML is the primary rail freight 

corridor in Britain. So there is only marginal remaining capacity on the Slow lines 

after these additional flows are allowed for north of 

Willesden/Stonebridge/Wembley, and- when the WCML-Crossrall 1 trains are 

allowed for also north of Stonebridge. 

109. On the WCML fast lines. It is assumed thait the full line capacity of 13 fast 

passenger trains, at least 6 Intercity and 6 fast outer commuter services, would be 

maintained. There would be the potential for this capacity to Include more 

commuter or Javelin-type trains serving main centres such as Coventry, Nuneaton 

and Rugby, in future, once longer distance Intercity trains were reallocated to the 

HS2 tracks from Birmingham and noriih (which, for many passengers, will amount 

to new West Coast tracks 5 and 6 to and from Euston). 

110. Accordingly, the longer term planning capacity to and from .Euston should allow for 

13 fast lines passenger tph and 2-3 slow lines passenger tph. An upper limit of 18 

tph is considered an adequate margin overall, which might permit more operations 
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at the margin on the slow lines in peak period, or reintroduction of the Euston-

Watford 'DC local line services after station reconstruction was concluded, or an 

increase in permitted fast line capacity within peak time commuting distance of 

London. 

111. It should be noted that this frequency - 18 tph - would be carried on just two tracks 

If it were the ultimate 18 tph on HS2. 

112. Because of train stopping patterns in the shires and suburbs, the WCML 18 tph 

would be spread over four tracks between Watford, Wlllesden, Queen's Park and 

the North London Line junction at Camden, east of Primrose Hill tunnels. 

113. Yet there are actually six tracks on the WCML London approaches, including, 

relevantiy for this Petition, the sector between Kensal Green and the North London 

Line junction at Camden. This is because the 3 tph Euston-Watford 'DC service 

has Its own Independent tracks and tunnels from Watford. Those tracks continue 

independentiy under Primrose Hill to the Camden junction, after London 

Underground's Bakerioo Line leaves those tracks west of Queens Park. There are 

normally only 3 tph using the last section of 'DC railway east of Queens Park. 

114. Those 'DC tracks could also accommodate the reduced WCML slow line 

frequency, eastwards from Queens Park, amounting to a combined baseline of 5-6 

passenger tph, which is a small volume for track usage in .London. 

115. In turn the WCML slow line east of Queens Park can be reassigned as the new 

WCML fast line - and still in total four tracks through inner London when adding In 

the combined 'DC/slow line. This would reduce to two tracks on the final Euston 

approaches east of Camden Junction, handling 18 tph to and from Euston on a 

standard two track railway for the final IVi km to the buffers. This Is fewer than 

many frequencies on the final approaches to other London termini, either existing 

or planned in the LSE Route Utilisation Strategy. 

116. The WCML fast lines can then be made available wholly for HS2 trains. These 

could emerge In the Queens Park-Kllburn High Road area, with a 5% km shorter 

railway route from Old Oak Common, compared to new tunnels and tracks all the 

way to the buffers at Euston terminus. HS2 trains would then use the WCML fast 

line tracks into the Euston approaches and the terminus. 

117. Your Petitioner submits that this demonstrates that there is an adequate, 

alternative railway route to the current railway included in the Bill. 
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IF - Feasibility of altering the Euston approach railway to support the HS2 services 

118. The key elements of this second test are considered to be: 

(a) additional powers to reroute the HS2 tunnel from Old Oak Common, to join 

the WCML tracks in the proximity of Queens Park - Kilburn High Road with 

associated WCML route improvements; and 

(b) addltibnal powers for grade separation of the 'up' Bakerioo Line (towards 

Central London) and the 'down' combined 'DC and Bakerioo Lines (towards 

Watford), from a new linking line between the 'up' WCML slow track and the 

'up DC track, th is would permit a 'no-conflict' route from the 'up slow' Into 

the 'up DC. A similar route would be provided In reverse (without grade 

separation needed) from the 'down DC to the 'down slow', before the 'down 

Bakerioo' Line joined the 'down DC. 

119. ' The grade separation works would be constructed between Queens Park and 

Kensal Green stations. It is proposed to make use of the builders' yard sited In that 

section, between the 'DC and slow lines, in order to create the necessary 

construction and track diversion space for the new grade separated links. 

120; The grade separation would most conveniently be an Underpass for the 'up 

Bakerioo' and 'down' combined Bakerioo and 'DC lines, below the revised 'up' slow 

line link to the 'up DC line, for three reasons: (1) the presence of Chamberiayne 

Road bridge between these two stations; (2) the desire to keep railway tracks at 

the existing track level or deeper, and cert;ainly below the top ofthe existing railway 

cutting, in order to minimise noise and other environmental Impacts for the 

nerighbourhood; and (3) freight trains using the combined 'up slow/up DC route 

would best be operated at shallow gradients, while the Bakerioo Line and 'DC 

multiple-unit trains are designed to cope with steeper gradients with llftle effect on 

journey times. 

121. Track slewing could be achieved for the WCML fast lines to and from the former 

slow tracks, east and west of Queens Park Station. 

122. The revised HS2 tunnel route could then surface between Queens Park and 

Kilburn High Road stations and join the present WCML fast lines which would 

normally be uniquely available for HS2 uses. 

123. Track connections might be kept between difl'erent combinations of lines, for 

occasional rerouting or engineering requirements. This would greatiy improve 

flexibility of train operations during engineering possessions. It would assist HS2 

operations at such periods, as otherwise there would be no flexibility in the 
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proposed HS2 route within , the Bill between Old Oak Common and Euston 

terminus, with the limiting factor for service frequency being the distance and time 

between Euston arid Old Oak of a Single track HS2 tunnel, while the other was out 

of use and until it was repaired. That could limit HS2 frequencies during 

engineering periods, to about every 8 to 10 minutes In each direction. 

124. Routelng HS2 via Queens Park would also immediately allow provision of a limited-

frequency connection (about 1 tph each way) from the new suri'ace HS2 tracks to 

the former slow tracks, for occasional cross-London operation of HS2-continent 

and HS2-East London/Kent trains, if considered desirable, via the existing 

Primrose Hill link to the North London Line and HS1. 

125. No new tracks or tunnels would be required for that, if frequency were kept to 1 tph 

or fewer, and if such HS2 passenger trains were 'classic-compatible' in loading 

gauge, as are the present Eurostar trains and former Regional Eurostar trains. 

126. Your Petitioner understands that modelling of HS2 passenger demand for through 

services to and from the continent does not foresee more than 1 tph until later in 

the 2030s, by which period the business case, authorisation and construction of a 

redefined HS2-HS1 link (potentially then part of other forecast cross-London flows) 

could be expected to have taken place. 

127. It Is the aim for 'Euston Express' not to alter more than necessary the approaches 

and junction arrangements between Camden Junction, east of Primrose Hill 

tunnels, and Euston terminus. This was laid out in the 1920s to maximise grade 

separation and non-^conflicted flows to and from the terminus. It is Intended to keep 

that flexibility. It is possible that additional point work on the approaches might be 

required to support the additional platform volume foreseeable with some terminus 

designoptions on the western side ofthe terminus, which are described above. 

128. The final topic to be addressed for feasibility is the question of tunnel and tunnel 

pori:al dimensions under Primrose Hill, where there are currently four bored 

tunnels: 

(a) twin 'DC line tunnels, each a single-track, main-line sized cast-iron tube 

tunnel, completed in the 1920s at W6a gauge (a basic UK loading gauge 

dimension). There is a recent engineer's report; confirming they are In very 

good condition; 

(b) a double-track bore at W10/W12 gauge for the WCML slow lines (the original 

1830s railway tunnel), which Is suitable for through freight trains carrying 

high containers between ports and Inland terminals and linking with the 

North London Line; and. 
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(c) a later double-track capable of similar loading gauge, for the: VVCML fast 

lines. 

129. Alteration to the 'DC tunnel dimension to enable W10/W12 gauge would be 

required for high container train operations oyer the 'DC lines, in substitution to the 

existing WCML slow lines tunnel under Primrose H|ll. 

130. It is not considered that 'GC European gauge provision would be required, except 

as part of a larger project to upgrade the North London Line route, for example to 

and from HS1. The current proposal In the Bill for a new HS2-HS1 link via part of 

the North London Line is to be removed by your Honourable House, and no official 

alternative has yet been defined. 

131. A similar, nearby main-line cast-iron tunnel (the Euston 'up carriage line') was 

altered to allow overhead electrification in the 1960s, as part ofthe l960s Euston 

reconstruction works. Experience elsewhere in London and around the worid 

shows that opening out the internal diameter of such tunnels is feasible, while the 

tunnels locally are within the engineer-friendly London clay. 

132. Your Petitioner therefore considers that this infrastructure adjustment is feasible, 

and also that it can be undertaken without further powers, within the provisions of 

railway permitted development rights, and expeditiously, ahead of the main 

reconstruction phases for Euston terminus and for any track changes in the 

Queens Park-Camden area. 

133. No alterations are expected to be required for the existing WCML slow line tunnel 

dimensions if that became the WCML fast line. Use of those tunnels by HS2 trains 

diverted for engineering reasons would require use of the 'classic-compatible' 

rolling stock which is Intended to be built for HS2. 

134. If HS2 lines are to permit full 'GC European loading gauge capability throughout to 

Euston terminus, then with 'Euston Express' the current WCML fast lines tunnel 

would need to be regauged to allow 'GC dimensions. This is mostiy a veri:lca| 

constraint, rather than width where gauging limits between UK and "GC European 

gauge trains are similar so long as no platforms are involved. 

135. Your Petitioner is aware that in, the United States of America, there has been a 

progressive policy to expand some main line loading gauges sufficientiy to permit 

'double-stack' container trains - with containers placed one above the other on a 

wagon. This is vastiy greater than any marginal change in vertical height required 

for UK to 'GC European gauge (not more than 700 mm), yet a massive programme 

of tunnel enlargement has been underway In the USA. 
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136. Your Petitioner therefore considers that a modeSt Internal enlargement to permit 

'GC gauge through the Primrose Hill WCML fast liries tunnel, should not be an 

obstacle. It requires a focused engineering study to define the most effective 

means of achieving this objective, while ensuring safety and environmental 

security. 

137. Your Petitioner respectfully submits that the required alterations to enable the 

Euston approach railway to accommodate HS2 services whilst maintaining the 

revised WCML services, have been demonstrated to be feasible. This meets the 

second test for this element of 'Eustori Express'. 

1G - Dellverabllity and costs of making such alterations 

138. Elements of the third test include: 

Can the works be undertaken within the railway boundaries? 

139. Although Euston Express does not require any significant land take on a 

. permanent basis outside the limits of rail ownership, there will clearly be a need for 

some temporary works areas for the Queens Park area, for the widening of the 

Primrose Hill DC tunnels, arid for the works at Euston station. The railway would 

be used as much as possible forthe movement of materials. 

140. For the Queens Park area, the existing builders' yard between the tracks would be 

used as a main access, and perhaps other areas may be required. 

141. At Primrose Hill, access and some land would be required for the tunnel widening 

operation, but this likely to be small and as much as possible would be located on 

railway land. 

142. At Euston, the works for Euston Express would be much reduced compared to the 

other option, but the working areas probably similar or smaller, taking Into account 

the need to keep passenger access and movement as liftle disrupted as possible. 

How much disruption would the works cause to existing rail services? 

143. Your Petitioner believes that constructing the works In the Queens Park Area such 

as track slewing, building an underpass for the Bakerioo line trains and the gauge 

enhancement of the Primrose Hill DC line tunnels without major disruption to 

WCML services would certainly cause no more disruption than would be necessary 

for the HS2 planned station, especially if it involved lowering some or all of the 

platforms and approaches. In the Queens Park area, construction and track works 

would be undertaken in a phased approach as outlined above to flt in with the 

phasing of works at Euston station, and with the reduction In train numbers as 
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suggested above by using the WCML/Crossrail 1 link. There would also be benefit 

from other temporary changes required In order to reduce the number of trains 

going to Euston during the construction works there. . 

144. The construction of the HS2 tunnel portals would be very similar to that being bullt 

for Crossrall beside the Great Western Main Line near Ladbroke Grove station. 

This does not need to be designed for 250 mph running; all HS2 trains will call at 

Old Oak Common and stop again at EuSton, a distance of just 5 >2 miles, so a 

design: speed of 10Q-125 mph would seem reasonable. The tunnelling material of 

London clay Is generally very good for tunnelling. 

145. The widening of the Primrose Hill DC line tunnels Is also a well-tested method. A 

recent Network Rail report on the tunnels showed them to be in good condition. 

Since there are only three trains an hour at present using these lines. It may even 

be possible to widen one tunnel at a time, whilst using bidirectional working on the 

other one. 

146. The works necessary at Euston for EuSton Express are considerably less both In 

time and passenger disruption than those required for either the scheme in the Bill, 

Sir David Higgins' alternatives and/or the work necessary to lower the level of the 

trains. Extending platforms to the south is common to all schemes, and will require 

building demolition there. One or more decks on top are likely to be required for all 

options, as is the need to maintain and improve links to the Underground, bus and 

taxis, etc. The passenger disruption caused by Euston Express would, however, 

be much shoriier than for the other schemes. 

147. Euston Express also does not require the need to lower the approach tracks if the 

platforms are themselves lowered. Such work could be even more complex than 

the station work Itself if there is an Intention to keep trains running there during 

construction. 

What are the cost implications for Euston Express compared to the proposals in the Bill or 

those suggested by Sir David Higgins? 

148. Cost savings compared with the HS2 scheme are difficult to quantify since it Is 

unclear to which option the comparison Should be made, but compared with the Bill 

scheme, savings comprise: 

shorter tunnels from Old Oak Common to Queens Park area compared to 

near Hampstead Road; 

no land take on the west side from Euston tunnel portal from Old Oak 

Common to and including Euston station; and 
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much less disruption: to passengers and residents around the Euston area 

by avoiding the long and major works in lowering the platforms at Euston 

station and widening the station footprint 

149. Additional costs include grade separation of Bakerioo and Slow lines near Queens 

Park, the slewing Of the tracks In the Queens Park Area and the DC line tunnels 

enlargement at Primrose Hill; 

150. Common costs include portals at Queens Park or near Hampstead Road. 

151. Overall savings are estimated to be over£1 bn. 

IH - other issues 

'HS1-2 connection 

152. The connection from Old Oak Common to the WCML at Queens Park station would 

also allow any HSI-^2 services to operate using the existing tracks linking the 

WCML at Primrose Hill to Camden Road and the existing chord onto HS1 from the 

North London Line, using Eurostar gauge trains. 

Double deck trains 

153. Although there is a requirement to construct HS2 to GC Gauge, Your Petitioner 

questions whether double deck trains will ever.be necessary on the HS2 route but, 

if so, there may need to be some gauge enhancement of some of the tracks from 

Queens Park portal to Euston. 

The east-west station - Euston Cross 

154. Your Petitioner has demonstrated that a new east-west connection line to HS1 Is 

not an essential part of HS2 since Its trains can use Euston station, and the few 

international trains for which the HS2-1 link is planned can use the existing tracks 

and links, provided that they are single deck - of similar design to Eurostar trains. 

Your Petitioner cannot see a demand for double deck trains on any international 

service. 

155. However, this does not mean that, from a regional transport perspective, there Is 

not a strong argument for providing such a tunnel and station underground 

between Euston and St Pancras to improve cross-London connectivity. For 

example, instead of the Javelin trains from East Kent terminating at St Pancras, 

there are strong benefits for them to be part of a NW/SE Thamesllnk-type service 

connecting to WCML suburban services. Your Petitioner has demonstrated that 

such a tunnel route from east of Primrose Hill tunnel, using in one direction the 
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disused Up Carriage line tunnel and continuing to an; underground station between 

Euston and St Pancras and joining HS1 beyond, would be achievable. A joint 

station with Crossrail 2 with good cross-platform interchange would alSo be Very 

useful. 

Powers 

156. The need or not for powers to increase the size of the two DC line tunnels would 

need confirming. 

157. For moving the line of the main tunnels from Old Oak Common to the West Coast 

Main Line near Queens Park Station, pari; of the proposed lines are outside the 

limits of deviation of the current scheme, so separate powers would be required. 

Your Petitioner is advised that this could most: easily be achieved by a separate 

application under the Transport and Works Act By this route, there should be no 

delay to the overall construction programme for HS2. 

1H - Beneflts 

158. The main benefits of Eusfon Express Include: 

158.1 less disruption in time and extent to passengers In the Euston area during 

construction; 

158.2 no permanent land take outside the railway ownership except south of 

Euston station; 

158.3 benefits to residents west of Eustoh and along the approaches to the station; 

and 

158.4 cost reductions of over £1 bn. 

158.5 Euston Cross also enables a differentiation between what is needed for a 

new high speed rail terminus, and what may be needed for development 

opportunities beyond railway land boundaries. All options allow for 

developments above the station. 

Conclusion 

159. Your Petitioner respectfully submits that the Bill should not be allowed to pass into 

law In its present form until the Promoters have demonstrated that their proposed 

scheme. In terms of cost, disruption to Your Petitioner and to passengers during 

construction and the adverse effect on the local community. Is necessary for the 
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proper operation of the HS2 project and that. If they fall to do so to the satisfaction 

ofthe House, that the alternative proposed by Your Petitioner here be substituted. 

PART 2: GENERAL CONCERNS 

Provision of information and consultation 

160. Your Petitioner has serious concerns over the provision of information supplied by 

the Promoters, both prior to the introduction of the Bill and Up to the date of the 

deposit of this petition. This has meant that thorough and detailed assessments of 

the proposed project. Its impacts and benefits have been impossible to compile. In 

particular, your Petitioner is still to be satisfied about the adequacy of the 

Environmental Statement Baseline assumptions made over a number of generic 

issues have still to be substantiated. Ancillary documentation such as the proposed 

Code of Construction Practice remains in a draft form, which Is neither acceptable 

In principle, nor In Its presumptions, proposals and extent of detail. 

Authorisation procedures 

161. In line with the Crossrall and Channel Tunnel Rail Link Acts, the Bill contains 

provisions which provide outline planning permission for the development 

authorised by the Bill and disapply a number of other statutory regulatory regimes 

which would normally apply in relation to the construction of works. Including the 

listed buildings and conservation area controls In the Planning (Listed Buildings 

and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, the Control of Pollution Act 1974 and the 

London Lorry Ban. Your Petitioner is particularly concerned that the scale of 

development being advocated In the Euston area by the Government and the 

Chairman of HS2 Ltd Is such that the impacts could be Immense, and that 

therefore your Honourable House should give the gravest consideration as to 

whether such statutory regulatory regimes should be disapplied. Your Petitioner 

further wishes to ensure that if those controls are to be removed or suspended then 

in their place there Is a robust alternative approval mechanism In each case. In 

which your Petitioner and the wider community play a full part. 

Planning: Conditions 

162. Your Petitioner notes that the planning regime set out In the Bill is very similar to 

that contained In both the Channel Tunnel Rail Link Act 1996 and the Crossrail Act 

2008. However, there is one significant difference that causes Your Petitioner 

considerable concern, namely paragraph 2(7) of Schedule 16 to the Bill. That sub

paragraph .says that the relevant planning authority may Impose conditions on 

approval of detailed plans and specifications only with the agreement of the 

nominated undertaker. This provision could render the planning authorities unable 
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to impose conditions and should be struck from the Bill. Ybur Petitioner's ooncern 

applies :to any other provision in the Bill In which authorities are given powers to 

impose conditions or other matters but only with the agreement of the nominated 

undertaker. 

Costs of enforcing CoCP compliance 

163. Your Petitioner notes that the Bill and the supporting documents adopt similar 

regimes to those which were established for the construction of the Channel 

TUnnel Rail Link and Crossrail. Your Petitioner is pleased to note that this regime; 

will include the agreement of a code of construction practice ("CoCP") and local 

area management plans ("LAMPs"). Your Petitioner will wish to ensure that the 

CoCP is complied with property. Your Petitioner wishes to ensure that all 

reasonable expenses in raising Issues arising from the potential Impact of 

construction sites are met by the nominated undertaker. 

GENERAL 

164. There are other clauses and provisions in the Bill which. If passed into law as they 

now stand, will prejudicially affect the rights and interest of your Petitioner and 

other clauses and provisions necessary for your Petitioner's protection and benefit 

are omitted therefrom. 

YOUR PETITIONER therefore humbly prays your Honourable House that the Bill may not be 

allowed to pass into law as It now stands and that he may be heard by his Counsel, Agents 

and witnesses in support of the allegations of this Petition against so much of the Bill as 

affects the property, rights and interests of Your Petitioner and in support of such other 

clauses and .provisions as may be necessary or expedient for his protection, or that such 

other relief may be given to Your Petitioner In the premises as your Honourable House shall 

deem meet 

AND YOUR PETITIONER WILL EVER PRAY, &C. 

I 

PINSENT MASONS LLP 

Parilamentary Agents 
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